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Our Project

● Compared how American history is taught across the 
states

● Texas and Connecticut (National)
● Fordham Institute: State of State U.S History Standards
● 2012 Texas Board of Education curriculum change 
● Focus: Civil Rights Movement





Civil & Voting Rights Act



Civil Rights Act & Voting Rights Act: 
Background

● Was the first major legislation that provided Civil & 
Voting Rights

● Acts were often not successful because of poll taxes, 
literacy tests, Grandfather clauses

● Federalism
○ Often contradicted state laws, especially in the South

○ Faced disproportionate regional opposition



Civil Rights Act & Voting Rights Act: 
General Observations

● The Americans
○ Sections were short, but had a definite skew (in favor of both Acts)

● US History
○ Neutral, emphasized Affirmative Action/Act implications, rather 

than causes

● American Pageant
○ Neutral and objective (conforming to College Board AP guidelines), 

longer in length (higher level textbook?)



Civil Rights Act & Voting Rights Act: 
Comparing Endings

● The Americans
○ “The law did not go far enough,” goes on to address violence and 

Northern anger over persisting inequalities

● United States History
○ Ends technically, and goes on to address opposition to the Acts

● American Pageant
○ Ended optimistically for the future of African American rights, next 

section "Black Power" discusses Malcolm X and the Black Panthers



Civil Rights Act & Voting Rights Act: 
Non Fact-Based Statements

Textbook Name Statements:Pages

The Americans - National 5:3

The Americans - Texas 5:3

United States History 2:7

The American Pageant 5:6



Plessy v Ferguson / 
Segregation / Little Rock 

Nine / Brown v Board 



Plessy v Ferguson and The Little 
Rock Nine
● Texas textbooks cite racist figures during the Civil Rights 

period as “Key Terms”
○ Orval Faubus

● Texas textbooks suggest Eisenhower’s support of 
segregation
○ “President Eisenhower had provided little leadership on the civil 

rights front. Following the Brown decision, he did not urge the 

nation to rapidly desegregate its schools. Privately, he expressed his 

misgivings about the ruling.” 



Segregation and Brown v Board
Texas textbooks seemed to downplay resistance to the civil rights movement and present 
them as “barriers.”

Texas textbooks were more analytical in tone and contained a fewer percentage of charged, 
connotative verbs.

Ex: Key verbs included “Enforced, Faced, Imposed, Organized.” What I labeled “connotative 
verbs” made up <5% of verbs.

American Pageant lacked precision and clarity in word choice.

Ex: “Diehards organized “massive resistance” against the Court’s annulment of the sacred 
principle of “separate but equal.”

Ex 2: Key verbs included “blotted, bound, tarnished, battled, refused.” >25% of total verbs



Montgomery Bus Boycott / 
Freedom Riders / March on 

Washington / Selma



Leaders/Main Players

● March on Washington
○ American Pageant limits to MLK, while Pearson and McDougal 

include others (A. Philip Randolph,  Bayard Rustin, etc.)

● Who was involved?
○ American Pageant tends to focus on whites and notable figures 

while McDougal centers the events around the grassroots efforts of 

working-class Blacks. Pearson does a mixture of both.

● Who caused the progress?
○ McDougal stresses the work of civil rights leaders, while Pearson 

stresses the legislative action of presidents



Narrative/Perspective

● In most cases, McDougal and Pearson devoted more 
words to each of these four events than American 
Pageant

● American Pageant more frequently offers perspectives 
from the white perspective, while McDougal and Pearson 
emphasize the agency of the masses of Black protesters 

● All praise nonviolent tactics

● Description of violence against the Movement Workers 
is limited in American Pageant.



 Portrayal of violence/ 
Malcolm X/ Black Panther  



Portrayal of Los Angeles Riots

● American Pageant alone specifies cause as “police 
brutality” and specifies the race of death counts - 
“thirty-one blacks and three whites lay dead”

● McDougal and Pierson, unlike the American Pageant 
specifies the riots as “race riots”

● McDougal along specifies property damage in dollar 
terms (“millions of dollars worth of property was 
destroyed”)



Portrayal of Malcolm X

● Pierson alone covers the early life of Malcolm X. He is 
said to have a:
○ “Difficult childhood” and that he was “involved in drugs and crime 

and landed in prison… at age 21”

● American Pageant, unlike other textbooks, placed 
Malcolm X in direct opposition to MLK through the use of 
quotes.

● Mcdougall was the only textbook that detailed Malcolm 
X’s message after he broke off with the Nation of Islam 



Portrayal of Black Power and the 
Black Panthers
● Pierson alone notes that “many whites believed that 

black power meant black violence
● American Pageant along connected the idea of Black 

Power with black nationalism



Conclusions

● American Pageant - chronological, but condensed and 
insufficient at times

● Pearson Texas US History - most relevant, unbiased 
information

● No difference between two Holt McDougal Americans
● Further study needed

○ Relationship between AP curriculum and American Pageant

○ How did the 2012 Texan legislation change national textbooks?


